Inspiration
At what point does the human body begin to suffer from frostbite? This
is what your mind thinks when you’re barreling down a black diamond
in the Rockies in nothing but your bathing suit and your favorite set
of powder skis. I should have still been lounging in the hot tub with
Annalise as the snow came down. Of course, her father should have still
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been away on business for at least another day.

One chair. Endless styles.
For more information about the Freestyle and
our other chairs, please visit our website at:
www.WyattSeating.com
or email us at:
info@wyattseating.com
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Guess we were both in for a surprise.

Breathable Mesh Back

* other available options

Allows heat to dissipate for long
periods of comfortable sitting.

Adjustable Lumbar Support

*Executive Vinyl Mid & Highback

Adjust lumbar by simply sliding
support to desired postion.

Replaceable Seat Cover
Easily remove and replace seat
cover to customize your chair to
your style.

3D Adjustable Arms
While pressing up on the button on
the outside of the arm, raise or lower
the arm to set the arm height. Twist
the arm right or left to adjust the arm
angle. Slide the arm pad forward or
backward to adjust the arm depth.

FREERIDE
Seat Depth
Adjustment

*4D Adjustable arms,
Aluminum Fixed Loop arms

Features & Adjustments

While seated, pull up on the
lever and slide seat forward or
backward to adjust depth.

Tilt Tension Adjustment
Twist knob forward to increase
tilt tension and backwards to
loosen tension (Knob pulls out
for easy access).

Tilt Lock Mechanism
While seated, lean slightly
forward and twist knob
backward to lock tilt. To release
lock, lean slightly forward again
and twist knob forward (Knob
pulls out for easy access).

Pneumatic Height Adjustment
To lower seat height, remain
seated and pull lever up. To raise
seat height, take weight off seat
and pull lever up.

Nylon Base
Sturdy nylon supports weight and sport
casters allow for easy mobility.
*Aluminum Chromed Base, Stool Kit

